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May sends messages to Amir, Premier
KUWAIT: British Prime Minister Theresa May has addressed
messages to His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness the Prime
Minister Sheikh Jaber Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. The
written letters were handed over, yesterday, to Deputy
Foreign Minister Khaled Suleiman Al-Jarallah by the United
Kingdom Ambassador to the State of Kuwait, Matthew
Lodge, during a meeting between them. Deputy Foreign
Minister Al-Jarallah and the Ambassador discussed, during
the session, the historic Kuwait-UK relationship.

Oman joins Islamic military coalition 
RIYADH: Saudi Deputy Crown Prince, Second Deputy
Premier and Minister of Defense Mohammad bin Salman
bin Abdulaziz received a letter from Omani Minister
Responsible for Defense Affairs Bader bin Saeed Al-Busaidi
on Wednesday. The message, handed over by Omani
Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, includes an announcement
of Oman’s joining the Saudi-led Islamic coalition against
terrorism, according to the Saudi Press Agency (SPA).
Deputy Crown Prince expressed appreciation of the lead-
ership of the Sultanate of Oman for supporting the efforts
of Saudi Arabia in fighting terrorism.

Jailed suspects to be put behind ‘glass barriers’ 
KUWAIT: Jailed suspects awaiting trial will now be put behind
“glass barriers” instead of “steel bars”, Minister of Justice and
Minister of State for National Assembly Affairs Dr. Faleh Al-
Azab said yesterday. In a statement to the press, Al-Azab said
that the measure is being taken on humanitarian grounds,
noting that suspects “deserve to be treated with dignity.”
Moreover, he added that such actions fit into Kuwait’s image
as a bastion of humanity. 

Kuwait-Morocco forum witnesses cooperation
CASABLANCA: The third Kuwait-Morocco forum, being held in
Casablanca on December 26-30, witnessed yesterday a distinc-
tive participation from the Kuwaiti delegation represented by
different government and private bodies. Head of media at
Kuwait’s Public Authority for Industry (PAI), Ali Abdullah
Jassem said that PAI’s participation came to show the latest
efforts for sustainable development in Kuwait especially in the
industrial field. Jassem said that PAI was eager to cooperate
with Moroccan industrial bodies, exploring means to enhance
cooperation within this field. On her part, head of the
Information Ministry’s Arab countries media department,
Luluwa Abdullah Al-Salem said that media ties has been on the
rise between Kuwait and Morocco, reflecting the progress of
the comprehensive political, economic and strategic relations.
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RIYADH: Deputy Prime Minister and Defense Minister
Sheikh Mohammad Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, who
arrived in Riyadh on an official visit earlier yesterday, pro-
ceeded shortly later to South Saudi Arabia to inspect the
Kuwaiti forces deployed under umbrella of the Arab
coalition for restoring the legitimacy in Yemen.

Earlier and shortly after his arrival in the Kingdom, the
minister held talks with Kingdom’s Deputy Crown Prince,
the Second Deputy Prime Minister and Defense Minister
Prince Mohammad Bin Salman Al-Saud, on defense ties
and regional issues. Present at King Salman Air Base
where the minister took off to the south was the Saudi
Minister of Commerce, Majed Al-Gasabi, along with oth-
er officials. He was received at the airport by the
Kingdom’s Deputy Crown Prince, the Second Deputy
Prime Minister and Defense Minister Prince Mohammad
Bin Salman Al-Saud, the State of Kuwait Ambassador
Sheikh Thamer Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah and other sen-
ior officials. The Kuwaiti minister, accompanied by senior
officers, is due to hold talks with the Deputy Crown
Prince and other Saudi officials. —KUNA

KUWAIT: The parliamentary sports and
youth committee discussed, at its first
meeting yesterday, blueprints “on lifting
suspension of the local sports activities,”
due to expire by January 11th. 

The parliamentary sports and youth
committee rapporteur, MP Ahmad Al-
Fadhl, said in a statement after the
meeting that part of the discussed plan
“is related to building an integrated
sports industry; however such an objec-
tive would warrant a long-time to be
attained.”

“This strategic plan has been drafted
on the basis of communications with
the associations that halted the Kuwaiti
sports activities, with the intention of

lifting the ban in exchange for our com-
mitment to forward a law that is com-
patible with Olympic charters and laws,”
said Al-Fadhl.

The examined blueprint envisages
working out another legislation, stipu-
lating privatization of the Kuwaiti sports,
“with consideration to all the remarks
that have been expressed by the inter-
national parties,” he added. He opined
that developing the “Kuwaiti sports
movement is the basis; not lifting the
ban,” in addition to promoting “athletic
awareness” in the Kuwaiti community.

The parliamentary commission has
invited Minister of Information, Minister
of State for Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman

Sabah Al-Salem Al-Sabah to attend its
next meeting due on Tuesday, in addi-
tion to another session that might be
held yesterday, Al-Fadhl said.

He added that the meeting primarily
aimed at examining the government
proposals on lifting the suspension and
combining them with those forwarded
by  the parliament, “with aim of reach-
ing a consensus formula to be
addressed to the international federa-
tions,” however he explained that the
message addressed by the government
to these associations “is sufficient.” The
five-member committee elected MP
Saadoun Hammad as chairman and Al-
Fadhl as deputy. —KUNA
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KUWAIT: Iraqi Minister of Oil Jabbar
Al-Luyabi’s visit to the country was
instrumental in the development of
bilateral relations in the oil sector,
Kuwait’s Ministry of Oil said yesterday.
In a statement, the ministry noted
that the Iraqi official held talks with

his  Kuwait i  counterpart  Essam Al-
Marzouq over  a  memorandum of
understating (MoU) signed between
both nations, dealing with joint oil
fields and the export of gas from Iraq
to Kuwait.

Moreover, Al-Luyabi underscored

his country’s desire to lure Kuwaiti
investment in what he described as a
lucrative Iraqi oil market. The Iraqi
minister of oil was on a visit to the
country to discuss with his Kuwaiti
counterpart a number of issues of
mutual concern. —KUNA

Iraqi official’s visit helped boost ties

KUWAIT: To quench someone’s thirst, a
person would either buy a bottle of
water from the nearest supermarket or
simply open the tap. However, in the old
days of Kuwait, the process of acquiring
water and preserving it was not as sim-
ple, especially with the fact that
pipelines and refrigerators did not exist.

So what did people need do to get
water back in the day? The answer is
simple, yet somehow complicated.
Individuals only needed to acquire or
make tools such as “Al-Burrma, “Al-
Tneka”, or “Al-Zamzamiya” to transport

and preserve water, a task easier said
than done. In their book “the old Kuwaiti
household”, authors Mohammad Al-
Khers and Mariyam Al-Agroga said that
people used to depend on themselves
in bringing their own water supplies.

They also hired “Al-Kanderi”, a person
who is paid to carry water to houses all
over the country. Delving further into
the subject, the authors said that water
supplies were usually brought from out-
side of Kuwait via “Al-Tneka” which is a
huge metal container used in transport-
ing heavy supplies of liquid materials.

As for preserving water, people used
“Al-Burrma”, a large pot made out of
fired clay, said the authors. They also
mentioned “Al-Zamzamiya”, used for
the long journey to the annual great pil-
grimage of Al-Hajj.

Kuwaitis also used various other tools
to transport and preserve water, said the
authors who indicated that some of
these utensils still exist in the modern
era, but mostly as decorative objects
reminding people how hard it was to
acquire the most precious element of
them all, water. —KUNA
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